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structure formation of amphiphilic molecules
amphiphilic molecules: 
two, incompatible portions covalently 
linked  into one molecule, e.g., 
block copolymers or biological lipids

no macroscopic phase separation
but self-assembly into spatially
structured, periodic microphases

universality:
systems with very different molecular interactions 
exhibit common behavior (e.g., biological lipids in 
aqueous solution,high molecular weight amphiphilic 
polymers in water, diblock copolymer in a melt)

use coarse-grained models that only incorporate the relevant interactions:
connectivity along the molecule and repulsion between the two blocks 

1-100 nanometer(s)



local molecular 
motion, 10-12 s 

three challenges for computer modeling



conformational 
rearrangements ~ 10-12 - 10-10 s 

diffusion 
~ 10-9 -10-4 s

bond 
vibrations
~ 10-15 s

ordering kinetics
~ hours/days

minimal, soft, coarse-grained models 

Edwards, Stokovich, Müller, Solak, de Pablo, Nealey, 
J. Polym. Sci B 43, 3444  (2005)



minimal coarse-grained model that captures only 
relevant interactions: connectivity, excluded volume, 

repulsion of unlike segments
• incorporate essential interactions through a 

small  number of effective parameters:
chain extension, Re, compressibility κN and
Flory-Huggins parameter χN        universality

• elimination of degrees of freedom       
soft interactions

conformational 
rearrangements ~ 10-12 - 10-10 s 

diffusion 
~ 10-9 -10-4 s

bond 
vibrations
~ 10-15 s

minimal, soft, coarse-grained models 
a small number of  atoms is
lumped into an effective
segment (interaction center)
MC,MD, DPD, LB, SCFT

Daoulas, Müller, JCP 125, 184904 (2006)
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10-15s    minimal, soft, coarse-grained model     10-5s           simulation      102s10-15s    minimal, soft, coarse-grained model     10-5s           simulation      102s



effective interactions become weaker for large degree of coarse-graining 
no (strict) excluded volume, soft, effective segments  can overlap, 
rather enforce low compressibility on length scale of interest, 

``                                           ´´ -terms generate pairwise interactions
particle-based description for MC, BD, DPD, 
or SCMF simulations 

minimal, soft, coarse-grained models 

with

molecular architecture: 
Gaussian chain

Müller, Smith, J. Polym. Sci. B 43, 934 (2005); Daoulas, Müller, JCP 125, 184904 (2006); Detcheverry, 
Kang, Daoulas, Müller, Nealey, de Pablo, Macromolecules 41, 4989 (2008); Pike, Detcheverry, Müller, 
de Pablo, JCP 131, 084903 (2009); Detcheverry, Pike, Nealey, Müller, de Pablo, PRL 102, 197801 (2009)

bead-spring model with soft, pairwise interactions



definition of chain length without referring to a definition of a segment

coarse-grained model invariant under refinement of contourdiscretization
number of interaction centers, N, irrelevant but      important

• depth of correlation hole and amplitude of long-
range bond-bond correlations          

• broadening of interfaces by capillary waves 
• bending rigidity of interfaces, formation of 

micro-emulsions near Lifshitz-points
• Ginzburg-parameter that controls critical fluctuations in binary blends 

or shift of first-order ODT in block copolymer
• tube diameter, packing length for Gaussian coils

invariant degree of polymerization 

not an additional coarse-grained parameter

corresponds to SCFT
small      exaggerates fluctuations



invariant degree of polymerization
typical length scale

typical value for a coarse-grained model with excluded volume:
necessary condition:               or less (otherwise crystallization, glass)

typical values for a coarse-grained model with soft cores:

large      requires soft potentials 

chain discretization

dense melt of long chains          reptation

chains are crossable          Rouse-dynamics 

choose

1020 elementary moves

4 108 elementary moves



three challenges revisited

systematic coase-graining
Kremer, Müller-Plathe, Paul, 
Faller, Klein, Marrink

intermolecular interactions, 
(χ ~ 10-3 kBT) remain 
challenging

Müller, Daoulas, JCP 128, 024903 (2008)
Müller, Daoulas, Norizoe, PCCP 11, 2087 (2009)

thermostats
Kremer, Espanol

crossability due
soft interactions
Likhtman, Briels

HMM: BD-GL
van den Eijnden, E



question: interplay between self-assembled morphology of 
amphiphilic molecules and external structured surfaces

What is the three-dimensional morphology?
Which geometrical patterns can be reproduced defect-free over large areas?
Which mismatch between bulk periodicity and substrate pattern is permissible?
Analogies to surface reconstruction in (hard) crystals?

Paul F. Nealey’s group

Daoulas, Müller, Stoykovich, Park, Papakonstantopoulos, de Pablo, Nealey, Solak. PRL 96, 036104 

application: reconstruction of soft, periodic bulk morphology 
at pattern surface



motivation: fabcrication of nano-structures 30 nm 
e.g., quantum dots, magnetic memory, FLASH-memory

1.  spin-coat a chemically amplified photo-resist 
(polymer + photo acid generator (PAG))

2.  lithographic exposure writes pattern and PAG
generates acid

3.  bake: acid diffuses through polymer film and 
changes polarity 

4.  development: wet chemical step -remove polar 
component remaining structured polymer film acts 
as etching mask

advantage: pattern perfection, registration/overlay, 
non-periodic patterns

problem:    spatial resolution vs line edge roughness

Nealey, Edwards, Müller, Stoykovich, Solak, dePablo, IEEE Elect. Device Meeting (2005)

copolymer lithography:
directed assembly of copolymers into nanostructures



1.  lithographic exposure writes pattern onto thin 
polymer brush

2.  spin-coating of diblock copolymer material
3.  structure formation (microphase separation) by

tempering above glass transition temperature
4.  etch away one component of copolymer material

advantage: small line edge roughness (LER), 
interface width is thermodynamically dictated
“small’’ pattern defects can be mitigated 
mechanical properties/no pattern collapse

question: which patterns can be replicated by
the structure formation of the diblock copolymer material?

motivation: fabcrication of nano-structures 30 nm 
e.g., quantum dots, magnetic memory, FLASH-memory

Nealey, Edwards, Müller, Stoykovich, Solak, dePablo, IEEE Elect. Device Meeting (2005)

copolymer lithography:
directed assembly of copolymers into nanostructures



tolerance with respect to variation of the stripe width

Edwards,  Müller, Stoykovich, Solak, dePablo, Nealey, Macro 40, 90 (2007)

system: nearly-symmetric lamellar-forming diblock copolymer 
on a striped surface

Ls periodicity of surface pattern
L0 lamellar spacing in the bulk

Ls˜ Lo  and symmetric stripes

defect-free ordering



tilt of the AB-interfaces
question: Can one chose the interacions strong enough to bring about long-
ranged order but weak enough not to tilt (distort) the interfaces excessively?



crystallization vs self-assembly

order parameter:
Fourier mode of density fluctuation Fourier mode of composition fluctuation
ideal ordered state: ideal crystal (T=0) SCFT solution
disordered state: ideal gas homogeneous fluid/melt

ordered state: particles vibrate ordered phase: composition fluctuates
around ideal lattice positions around reference state (SCFT solution),

but molecules diffuse (liquid)

Einstein crystal is reference state no simple reference state for
use thermodynamic integration wrt self-assembled morphology
to uniform, harmonic coupling of
particles to ideal position 
(Frenkel & Ladd)



order parameter:
Fourier mode of density fluctuation Fourier mode of composition fluctuation
ideal ordered state: ideal crystal (T=0) SCFT solution
disordered state: ideal gas homogeneous fluid/melt

ordered state: particles vibrate ordered phase: composition fluctuates
around ideal lattice positions around reference state (SCFT solution),

but molecules diffuse (liquid)

free energy per molecule N kBT
relevant free-energy differences 10-3 kBT

absolute free energy must be measured with a relative accuracy of 10-5

crystallization vs self-assembly



order parameter:
Fourier mode of density fluctuation Fourier mode of composition fluctuation
ideal ordered state: ideal crystal (T=0) SCFT solution
disordered state: ideal gas homogeneous fluid/melt

ordered state: particles vibrate ordered phase: composition fluctuates
around ideal lattice positions around reference state (SCFT solution),

but molecules diffuse (liquid)

free energy per molecule N kBT
relevant free-energy differences 10-3 kBT

absolute free energy must be measured with a relative accuracy of 10-5

measure free energy differences  by reversibly transforming one structure 
into another  (10-3 relative accuracy needed)

crystallization vs self-assembly



order parameter:
Fourier mode of density fluctuation Fourier mode of composition fluctuation
ideal ordered state: ideal crystal (T=0) SCFT solution
disordered state: ideal gas homogeneous fluid/melt

ordered state: particles vibrate ordered phase: composition fluctuates
around ideal lattice positions around reference state (SCFT solution),

but molecules diffuse (liquid)

crystallization vs self-assembly

see also Grochola, JCP 120, 2122 (2004)

PRE 51, R3795 (1995)



calculating free energy differences

Müller, Daoulas, JCP 128, 024903 (2008)

1st order
transition

intermediate state:
independent chains in static, 
external field (SCFT)

branch 1:
“non-interacting 

= no collective phenomena”

branch 2:
ideally: no structural change

condition for ordering field



alternative methods 
Einstein crystal of grid-discretized fields conjugated to composition:

1) HS transformation of particle-based description to field-theoretic model
2) discretize the field theory on a lattice
3) at each lattice site, complex fields fluctuate around the mean-field solution like atoms 

in a crystal fluctuate around the ideal lattice position    use Einstein integration

Einstein crystal around a single, representative liquid configuration:
1) tether particles to a frozen, liquid snapshot  
2) tether update: swap association between liquid particle and reference particle
3) thermodynamic integration to calculate free energy difference to reference system

absolute free energies:
1) calculate 

with                       in nVT-esemble

2) calculate                   in  npT-ensemble 

Lennon, Katsov, Fredrickson, PRL 101, 138302 (2008)

Detcheverry, Pike, Nealey, Müller, 
de Pablo, PRL 102, 197801(2009)

Wilding, Bruce, PRL 85, 5138 (2000), Schilling, Schmid, JCP 131, 231102 (2009)

Martínez-Veracoechea, Escobedo, JCP 
125, 104907 (2006)



free energy difference via TDI
with

SCFT: 

use SCFT to predict optimal field and path

optimal choice of external field (Sheu et al):
structure does not change along 2nd branch



TDI vs expanded ensemble/replica exchange

• only replica exchange is
impractical because one 
would need several 100
configurations

• at initial stage, where weights
are unknown (∆F~104kBT), 
replica exchange guarantees 
more uniform sampling 

• expanded ensemble technique
is useful because it provides
an error estimate

Müller, Daoulas, Norizoe, PCCP 11, 2087 (2009)



accuracy of the method
no kinetic barrier, ie no phase transition
roughly equal probability

• reweighting technique removes large free energy change along the path
• probability distribution of reweighted simulation estimates accuracy
• kinetics demonstrates the absence of first-order transition



soft, off-lattice model:
measure chemical potential µ
via inserting method in NpT-ensemble

Einstein-integration for fluctuations 
of lattice-based density fields

Detcheverry, Pike, Nealey, Müller,
de Pablo, PRL 102, 197801(2009)

first-order fluctuation-induced ODT
χNODT<14   at fixed spacing
χNODT=13.65(10) hysteresis

Lennon, Katsov, Fredrickson, 
PRL 101, 138302 (2008)

Müller, Daoulas, JCP 128, 024903 (2008)



grain boundaries

Duque, Katsov, Schick, JCP 117, 10315 (2002)SCF theory:

0.19(2)

0.21
Müller, Daoulas, Norizoe, PCCP 11, 2087 (2009)



reconstruction of soft morphology 
at patterned surface

0.01(3)

Müller, Daoulas, Norizoe, PCCP 11, 2087 (2009)

rupture of 
lamellar ordering 
at 19.5% stretch



75 nm

25 nm

100 nm

25 nm

1:2 case 1:3 case

75 nm

25 nm

100 nm

25 nm

1:2 case 1:3 case

• lines with 1:2 or 1:3 width/distance ratio
• non-periodic, irregular structures
• isolated lines               

question: can copolymer films replicate
structures that differ from the thermo-
dynamically preferred bulk morphologies?

Stoykovich, Kang, Daoulas, Liu, Liu, dePablo, Müller, Nealey, ACS Nano 1, 168 (2007)

replication: more than stripes?



“defectants”: homopolymers or nanoparticles 
$OO�) UDP HV
&UHDWHG�Z LWK�7HFSORW

A-rich and B-rich domains

homopolymer-rich regions

homopolymers or nanoparticles (8nm CdSe) are defectants 
that segregate to the corners to locally swell lamellae / 
reduce stress

A-rich

B-rich

How much mismatch between bulk period 
and substrate pattern is permissible?

60% PMMA-PS + 

20% PMMA + 

20% PS

Kang, Detcheverry, Stoykovich, Daoulas, Hamers, 
Müller, dePablo, Nealey, PRL 100, 148303 (2008)

Stoykovich, Müller, Kim, Solak, Edwards, dePablo, Nealey, Science 308, 1442 (2005)



PS-b-PMMA = 60% 

PS  = 10% PMMA = 30%
PS  = 11% PMMA = 29%
PS  = 13% PMMA = 27%

fine-tuning “defectants” for isolated lines

• ability of copolymer material to replicate non-periodic, irregular patterns 
crucially depends on materials properties (architecture, volume fraction of 
blocks, polydispersity) and homopolymer content 

• simulations contribute to optimize materials properties for replicating 
specific patterns; reveal 3D morphology

fine tuning, replication of multiple pattern requires long-range diffusion

after etching 
PMMA, PS=20%

PS
=1

0%

PS
=1

3%

PS
=1

1%

Stoykovich, Kang, Daoulas, Liu, 
Liu, dePablo, Müller, Nealey, 
ACS Nano 1, 168 (2007)

Stoykovich, Kang, Daoulas, de Pablo, Müller, Nealey, US Patent Application 20080299353 



Daoulas, Cavallo, Shenhar, Müller,  Soft Matter 5, 4499 (2009)

pattern replication with quasi-block copolymers
“dead” AB block: covalent bonds (irreversible)
“living” B block: supramolecular bonds (reversible)

polydisperse mixture of B-homopolymers, 
AB-diblocks, and ABA-triblocks

triblocks diblocks

homopolymersidea:
supramolecular material responds to environment (pattern) and
locally and reversibly creates a blend (“defectant mix”) for replication
• avoid fine-tuning of blend composition
• no long-range diffusion required for multiple patterns

constraints:
• small anchor block 11-b-2 to reduce tendency for macrophase separation
• composition of pattern must match composition of copolymer material
• use parameters (supramolecular bonding energy, Eb, and incompatibility, χo,

molecular architecture), where the morphology is susceptible



bicontinuous

lamella 

macrophase separation
Daoulas, Cavallo, Shenhar, Müller,  Soft Matter 5, 4499 (2009)

bulk morphologies of quasi-block copolymers
“dead” A block: covalent bonds (irreversible)
“living” B block: supramolecular bonds (reversible)

polydisperse mixture of B-homopolymers, 
AB-diblocks, and ABA-triblocks

11-b-2

asym
m

etric triblocks symmetric  
di & triblocks

solution
of diblocks in B m

onom
ers



substrate pattern:

Lo

single material can replicate patterns with up to 
50% difference in characteristic feature size: 

/1A Aϕ ϕ−

macrophase separation 
on neutral surface:

molecular distribution 

pattern and QBCP 
compositions match

Lo = 4.54 ReoLo = 3.1 Reo

no pattern, 
neutral

90% triblocks,  5% diblocks, 5% homopolymers. 
for Lo = 4.54 Reo  there are more “short” triblocks than for Lo = 3.1 Reo:
define median via                                         Nc(Lo = 4.54) = 31, Nc (Lo = 3.1) = 36

pattern replication with quasi-block copolymers

11-b-2 copolymer + supramolecular blocks
χο = 0.937, Eb = -10 kBT, bicontinuous/macrophase separation



substrate pattern:

Lo

single material can replicate patterns with up to 
50% difference in characteristic feature size: 

/1A Aϕ ϕ−

macrophase separation 
on neutral surface:

molecular distribution 

pattern and QBCP 
compositions match

Lo = 4.54 ReoLo = 3.1 Reo

90% triblocks,  5% diblocks, 5% homopolymers. 
for Lo = 4.54 Reo  there are more “short” triblocks than for Lo = 3.1 Reo:
define median via:                                        Nc(Lo = 4.54) = 31, Nc (Lo = 3.1) = 36

pattern replication with quasi-block copolymers

replication of tic-tac-toe pattern is a challenge because 
• the square symmetry has not been observed as a 

bulk morphology of the considered QBCP
• the minority component, A, forms a continuous

matrix phase
• there is a severe packing frustration where the lines cross 

and the distance between the internal AB interfaces varies   
across the pattern.

no pattern, 
neutral
11-b-2 copolymer + supramolecular blocks
χο = 0.937, Eb = -10 kBT, bicontinuous/macrophase separation
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no pattern, 
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χο = 0.937, Eb = -10 kBT, bicontinuous/macrophase separation



quenched polymers with 
molecular weight distribution of 
L = 4.54 Reo pattern on L = 3.1 Reo
pattern

quenched polymers with 
molecular weight distribution of 
L = 3.1 Reo pattern on L = 4.54 Reo
pattern

idea: let the supramolecular material assemble (defect-free replication),
quench the molecular distribution (``dead’’)
use this quenched distribution on a pattern with different length scale

response of supramolecular material to pattern is crucial

Daoulas, Cavallo, Shenhar, Müller,  PRL in press (2010)



simultaneous replication of different patterns
tuning of local stoichiometry via supramolecular bond 
breaking / formation.allows defect-free replication of mixed pattern 

Daoulas, Cavallo, Shenhar, Müller,  PRL in press (2010)



simultaneous replication of different patterns

“dead” system with molecular distribution of defect-free, ordered 
supramolecular (QBCP) system fails to order (purely kinetic effect)
QBCP: “right mix of defectants” that corresponds to the local pattern is 
automatically formed in response to the local thermodyamic pattern forces
“dead” system requires the diffusive sorting of defectants, long-range 
diffusion is protracted and occus on same time scale as structure formation



simultaneous replication of different patterns

molecular distribution of starting configuration is important 
additional opportunities to optimize QBCP 
for speeding-up ordering kinetics



• development of computational techniques
(minimal, soft, coarse-grained models, SCMF 
simulations, free-energy computation)

• fundamental problems of statistical mechanics
(defectants, surface reconstruction of soft matter 
at patterned surface)

• contribute to fabricate nanostructures
(3D morphology, composition of copolymer material, 
quasi-block copolymers)

thanks to K. Daoulas, A.Cavallo, E. Edwards, H. Kang, 
S.-M. Park, D. Pike, F. Detcheverry, J. de Pablo,  
P. Nealey, M. Stoykovich, R Shenhar

CNEA, August 6, 2010

Modeling structure formation in block copolymer materials



Single-Chain-in-Mean-Field (SCMF) simulations
algorithm:
1.      simulate an ensemble of many independent 

molecules in real, fluctuating, external fields, 
wA and wB, for a predefined number of 
Monte Carlo steps 

2. calculate (coarse-grained) densities, φA and φB,
on a grid, and calculate new, external fields
wA = χN φB + κN (φA+φB-1)

3. goto 1. 

if it converges and the ensemble is very large  the average densities
will relax towards a solution of the (equilibrium) SCF equations

Do SCMF simulations describe fluctuations for a finite ensemble of molecules? 
SCMF simulations provide a controlled approximation
quasi-instantaneous field approximation depends on discretization



Rouse-like dynamics via Smart-MC simulations

SMC: Brownian dynamics as smart-MC
Rossky, Doll, Friedman, 1978

idea: uses forces to construct trial
displacements ∆r

SMC or force-bias MC allows for a 
larger time step (factor 100) than BD

Müller, Daoulas, JCP 129, 164906 (2008)



rupture of lamellar ordering at 19.5% stretch

Müller, Daoulas, Norizoe, PCCP 11, 2087 (2009)



spatial distribution of A and B beads of “short” and “long” ABA 
triblocks.short triblocks, N<Nc(Lo = 4.54) long triblocks N>Nc(Lo = 4.54) 

f A?

f B?
B monomers of short triblock are found in A preferential pattern regions

response to substrate pattern: local stoichiometry



thin film morphology is bicontinuous: 
both PMMA-rich top surface and PS-rich 
QPL form perforated lamellae, registration on bottom

hexagonally perforated lamellar phase of asymmetric diblock
melts in the bulk: only majority  component is continuous

hexagonally 
perforated lamella 
of compositionally 
asymmetric diblock 
copolymer melts 
in the bulk

D=2.73R, d=1.64R perforated PMMA-rich
lamella on free surface

quadratically perforated PS-rich 
lamella (QPL) at substrate

reconstruction of lamellar morphology on pattern



hexagonal orientations: strong but short ranged
four-fold correlations: weak but long ranged

Voronoi tessellation identifies local 6-fold symmetry
structure factor is sensitive to 4-fold long-ranged order 

relation to 2D ordering on corrugated substrates

orientation correlation
function:
(Nelson & Halperin, PRB 1979)



length scale of roughness 
propagation depends 
on roughness period. 

roughness propagation 
is not fully described 
using interface 
Hamiltonians 
Pereira, Williams, 1998      

roughness propagation vs frequency

PS-b-PMMA/PS/PMMA blend with 40 wt. % homopolymer

undulations with period 
2LO=140 nm

undulations with period 
LO=70 nm
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“undulation roughness” “peristaltic roughness”

propagation of line edge roughness of substrate pattern 
into copolymer morphology

PS-PMMA = 60%                     profiles averaged over many configurations
PS  = 20%, PMMA =20%



propagation depends on 
roughness period. 

low-frequency undulations
propagate further  

roughness propagation vs frequency

140nm 140nm

70nm 70nm

undulation peristaltic



D=2.73Re, d=1.64Re D=2.73Re, d=1.84Re D=3.7Re, d=2.3Re
SEM, AFM (inset)
light grey PS
dark grey PMMA

SCMF simulations
yellow PS
blue PMMA

D

d

mismatch results in structures that do not occur in bulk

Daoulas, Müller, Stoykovich, Park, Papakonstantopoulos, 
de Pablo, Nealey, Solak. PRL 96, 036104 (2006)

Nealey, Stoykovich, Daoulas, Müller, de Pablo, Park, US Patent Application 20090087653



bicontinuous morphology from lamellar diblocks

near substrate (z<0.5 Re) PS registers with pattern 
forming a quadratically perforated lamella (QPL)
PS necks attach to QPL forming perforated sheet 
at surface

interplay between natural size and packing of PS 
necks, the average composition, and local 
geometry of the QPL dictates morphology 

bridge

interstitial

D=2.73Re, d=1.64Re D=2.73Re, d=1.84Re D=3.7Re, d=2.3Re



D=2.73R, d=1.64R D=2.73R, d=1.84R D=3.7R, d=2.3R
SEM, AFM (inset)
light grey PS
dark grey PMMA

SCMF simulations
yellow PS
blue PMMA

D

d

mismatch results in structures that do not occur in bulk

Daoulas, Müller, Stoykovich, Park, Papakonstantopoulos, 
de Pablo, Nealey, Solak. PRL 96, 036104 (2006)

Nealey, Stoykovich, Daoulas, Müller, de Pablo, Park, US Patent Application 20090087653



two competing mechanisms:
1) PS necks naturally would form a 

hexagonal lattice
2) QPL imposes square symmetry 

quantify local order through 
Voronoi tessellation

good agreement
between SCMF
simulations and
experiment

no symmetry 
between 5- and 
7-fold coordinated 
cells 

Voronoi tessellation

Voronoi 
cell

reconstructution of soft morphology at patterned surface
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Daoulas, Cavallo, Shenhar, Müller,  Soft Matter 5, 4499 (2009)

pattern replication with quasi-block copolymers
“dead” AB block: covalent bonds (irreversible)
“living” B block: supramolecular bonds (reversible)

polydisperse mixture of B-homopolymers, 
AB-diblocks, and ABA-triblocks

triblocks diblocks

homopolymers

idea:
supramolecular material responds to environment (pattern) 
and locally and reversibly creates a blend for replication
• avoid fine-tuning of blend composition
• no long-range diffusion required for multiple patterns

constraints:
• small anchor block 11-b-2 to reduce tendency for macrophase separation
• composition of pattern must match composition of copolymer material
• use parameters (supramolecular bonding energy, Eb, and incompatibility, χ,

molecular architecture), where the morphology is susceptible



bicontinuous

lamella 

macrophase separation
Daoulas, Cavallo, Shenhar, Müller,  Soft Matter 5, 4499 (2009)

morphologies of quasi-block copolymers
“dead” A block: covalent bonds (irreversible)
“living” B block: supramolecular bonds (reversible)

polydisperse mixture of B-homopolymers, 
AB-diblocks, and ABA-triblocks

11-b-2

asym
m

etric triblocks symmetric  
di & triblocks

solution
of diblocks in B m

onom
ers



DEVICE ORIENTED STRUCTURES FROM “QUASI - BLOCK COPOLYMERS”

q The morphology responds to the environment

Hammond et al, Soft Matter 2009

pH~2.5 pH~9

supramolecular
block

Diblock-copolymers with one conventional block

conventional block

Roy Shenhar

Experiments:

Reversible bonding of the 
elementary 
building units 

supramolecular
polymers 

Folmer et al., Adv. Mat. 2000

q The chain architecture is an additional degree of freedom.



Q-BCP SYSTEM STUDIED - MODEL

Coarse-graining element 
set by supramolecular entities 

system:

nd quenched NA-b-NB diblocks:

ns supramolecular B monomers

nd

possible
chain 
architectures

triblocks diblocks

homopolymers
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REPRESENTATIVE PHASE DIAGRAM

q Conventional 11-b-2 copolymers: f = 0.846

q Total A monomer concentration: 0.343Aϕ =
q Total concentration of monomers

of the conventional diblocks:
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To explain the phase behavior
we study the stoichiometry 
on the Eb?o plane

Large MW homopolymers for Eb = -6 

The system
consists of ABA
triblocks with
f ˜ 0.34

Equivalent to:
ABA melt of
conventional 
copolymers

Matsen & Thompson JCP, 2008

Huang and Lodge, Macromolecules, 1998

The diblocks are 
striped from all 
supramolecular 
monomers

Equivalent to:
AB copolymer /
B monomer 
solution



THE MACROPHASE SEPARATED MORPHOLOGY

A bead distribution: B bead distribution:

q Long molecules are anchored at the AB interface.

q Short molecules can enter the A-rich phase. In larger systems 
micelles could be observed.

q Long homopolymers located in the bulk of B-rich phase.



WHY AT POSSITIVE Eb BONDS ARE FORMED ? 

Reason: mesoscopic bond scale, b

b

Estimation of “free energy” of bond formation:

1

b b BF E k TS= −

3ln( )B ok T bρ

3 19obρ ≈Number of potential 
bonding partners

q To represent experimental systems bond formation free energies must be matched.

3b b BF E k T= −



Q-BCP ORDERING ON PATTERNED SUBSTRATES

3.1 Re

4.54 Re

q Considered patterns:

Lo

Potential applications:

• Elements of electronic circuits.

• Controlling the spatial organization 
of nanoparticles.

qWe consider a system of 11-b-2 copolymers, ?o = 0.937, Eb = -10 kBT

q Reason: system located at the boundary of
bicontinuous & macrophase separated phases.

• Increased effect of pattern on morphology. 

q Single material replicates 
patterns with 45% difference
in geometric features !!! 

/1A Aϕ ϕ−



ADAPTABILITY OF Q-BCPs TO PATTERN GEOMETRY
q The MW distribution is substantially affected 

by the pattern.

q The response of chain architecture to pattern 
is crucial for its replication.

• System of quenched polymers
with MW distribution 
of L = 4.54 Re square
on L = 3.1   Re square

• System of quenched polymers
with MW distribution 
of L = 3.1 Re square
on L = 4.54 Re square



ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGE OF  Q-BCPs: KINETICS OF ORDERING
q Supramolecular system on a pattern with mixed geometrical features. 

pattern

q Study the assembly of a quenched system with the 
same MW distribution as the supramolecular on the 
same pattern.

q In a supramolecular system the local stoichiometry is
tuned via bond breaking/formation. 

q A quenched system requires slow chain diffusion.

q Using supramolecular systems can speed up ordering: 



length set by bulk lamellar 
spacing, L0=47.5nm
time set by time it takes to 
diffuse a distance, L0 

χoN=37

observation: stripe period of pattern matches bulk periodocity, L0, 
hexagonal order @ 3h, registration @ 6h

SCMF simulation: 10 stripes with period 1.7Re=0.95L0, L0=1.786Re=47.5nm
system size: 1.2Re * (17Re)2=32nm * (0.457µm)2

match time scale via PMMA:  1s = 40 MCS
N=32=15+17, npoly=44 000 i.e., 1.4 106 segments

ordering kinetics in thin films: 
lamellar-forming copolymer on surface with stripe pattern

PS-b-PMMA



ordering kinetics: SCMF simulations

10000 MCS

PS-rich regions 
(red)

PS-PMMA interface 
(green)

Edwards,  Stokovich, Müller, Solak, de Pablo, Nealey, J. Polym. Sci B 43, 3444  (2005)



ordering kinetics: SCMF simulations



5000 10000 20000=8min

ordering kinetics: SCMF simulations
match time scale via PMMA: 1s = 40 MCS,  1h =    143 000 MC
(slow component dictates the ordering kinetics)

time scale to fast (no entanglement effects)
defects anneal out from substrate to surface        hexagonal surface morph.    

no lateral diffusion of defects
1000500 1500100



towards a more realistic dynamics: slip-links

Likhtman, Macromolecules 38, 6128 (2005)

single chain theory (ensemble of independent chains)         
natural dynamics is Rouse-like, entanglements are 
not predicted but have to be introduced ``by hand´´

also: softer interactions in coarse-grained models do not 
guarantee non-crossability

idea: restrict lateral motion by tethering to chain contour
anchor points aj are fixed in space; attachment points r(sj) 
hop from one segment to another
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towards a more realistic dynamics: slip-links
single chain theory (ensemble of independent chains)         

natural dynamics is Rouse-like, entanglements are 
not predicted but have to be introduced ``by hand´´

also: softer interactions in coarse-grained models do not 
guarantee non-crossability  

idea: restrict lateral motion by tethering to chain contour

7 decades in time: R=50nm, D=10nm2/s, 10-5s<t<102s



towards a more realistic dynamics: slip-links
comparison of simulation with predictions of the tube model results in 
entanglement lengths that depend on property, which is analyzed, because 
of approximations invoked in the tube model (e.g., constraint release). 
N=128 and Nsl=32:  self-diffusion coefficient:        Ne ˜ 3.5 

early mean-square displacements: Ne ˜ 7
dynamic structure factor:                   Ne ˜ 12

single-chain theory         entanglements are not predicted but input parameter
1) concept of packing length:

purely dynamic relation
2) primitive path analysis using the

multi-chain configurations



influence of slip-links on single-chain dynamics 
in lamellar phase

Rouse:    dynamics parallel and perpendicular decouple, 
parallel dynamics unaltered

slip-link:  coupling of directions and 
significant slowing down of parallel and perpendicular dynamics

Müller, Daoulas, JCP 129, 164906 (2008)

with slip-linksRouse



influence of single-chain dynamics 
on collective ordering kinetics

Rouse-dynamics,               slip-links   and            slithering snake-dynamics



LER: line edge roughness
perfect, long-range order
but local roughness 

adapted from: Yamaguchi et al, 
J.  Vacuum  Science  Technology (2005)

large
wavelength
LER

short 
wavelength 
LER

factors generating interface LER:
• pattern imperfections (pattern LER)
• thermal fluctuations (capillary waves)
• idealized situation of purposely

patterned substrate (pattern LER)
local pattern 
imperfections
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y

z

undulation and peristaltic roughness of different wavelengths

propagation of line edge roughness of substrate pattern 
into copolymer morphology

averaged profiles, no capillary waves

deGennes, Brochard-Wyart,Quéré, 2004
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roughness 
amplitude at z à

roughness propagation is not fully 
described using interface Hamiltonians 
Pereira, Williams, EPL 44,302 (1998 )     
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detailed calculations required for quantitative predictions

stretching, bending, tension
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undulation and peristaltic roughness of different wavelengths

propagation of line edge roughness of substrate pattern 
into copolymer morphology

roughness propagation depends on
• type of roughness (undulation/peristaltic)
• pattern LER frequency
• film thickness

Daoulas, Müller, Stoykovich, Kang, de Pablo,
Nealey, Langmuir 24, 1284 (2008)

Stoykovich, Daoulas, Müller, Kang, de Pablo, 
Nealey, Macromolecules 43, 2334 (2010) 



roughness propagation vs frequency
undulation peristaltic

Stoykovich, Daoulas, Müller, Kang, de Pablo, Nealey, Macromolecules 43, 2334 (2010) 



roughness propagation vs frequency
undulation peristaltic

Stoykovich, Daoulas, Müller, Kang, de Pablo, Nealey, Macromolecules 43, 2334 (2010) 


